
Rocky Point in the Fall

Written by Arizona Foothills Magazine

Hope everyone had a fun Halloween and you’re ready to venture down to Rocky Point to enjoy our spectacular weather.  Our
weather’s fantastic and our fish are fresh!

Here’s some of what’s happening in Rocky Point for your vacation pleasure.  There’s a  South of the Border Museum in Old Port.  It’s a
combination museum and art gallery open on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. 

November events include A Fall Fashion Fiesta presented by Sweet Naomi ReCreations and Casa Turquesa at Wrecked at the Reef on Sandy
Beach November 5th at 1:00 PM.  The admission is free; plus free door prizes and complimentary coffee for everyone.   Specialty menu and
drink pricing will be available.  Donations of cash, dry goods or other useable items are requested for 2 women’s charities.

Rocky Point Bike Rally and the Mystic Arts of Tibet (this is a first time event in Rocky Point and sounds incredible) both are happening in
November and are advertised in the JOINUS Newspaper. You can go to their web-site www.joinusrockypoint.com for details.

Penasco Fitness Center recently opened and is an addition to Penasco Beauty Center across from Super Lays market.  They’re offering yoga,
Pilates and zumba classes plus a special dance class on Friday night.  This month is salsa dancing.  Stop by and ask for Kit or Ashley for their
class schedule. 

What about “SUP” Stand Up Paddleboarding?  This is what I’m going to try.  It combines surfing and kayaking.  You’re gliding atop the surface
of the ocean and, I’m told, you’ll feel like you’re walking across the water.  They’re located in front of Playa Bonita on week-ends from 11:00
AM to 7:00 PM.  The cost is $10.00 for ½ hour and $20.00 for an hour with group rates available.  Life jackets are provided.  Ask for Marcia or
Ramon the owners.  Be sure to bring your cameras. 

Rocky Point also has Russ Bus Van Tours.  You’ll have great fun traveling around town doing a City Tour, or how about “Eat Like a Local
Tour” or ask Russ for one of his “specialty” tours.  The web-site is www.penascorecreation.com Russ is a great guy with a huge personality and
knows everything about Rocky Point.

If you’re looking for an absolutely decadent cake try Candy Cake in Old Port or they have a location close to the baseball stadium at the end of
town.  Their cakes are sinful they’re so delicious.  Yes, you can special order for all celebrations and in various sizes.  They are a must when
you’re in Rocky Point.

Coffee Point on Benito Juarez as you enter Rocky Point (it’s on the right hand side before the first light) has yummy lattes, espressos and
pastries.  It’s Rocky Point’s “Starbucks”.  The chocolate chunk cookies are so good and their carrot cake is exceptional.  Coffee Point even
has bagels. 

Are you ready to plan a trip to Rocky Point?  This is just a few of the activities, events and “spots” to try while you’re in Rocky Point.  What
about Thanksgiving?  A Thanksgiving feast on the beach is one of our favorite family traditions complete with homemade apple pie and a red
sky at sunset! J.A.M. at the beach.
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